
Whether you are having a relaxing weekend or 

entertaining guests, this tropical serving tray will 

be very handy. An inexpensive plain wood tray that 

you’ve purchased can be transformed quickly with a 

built-in ScanNCut2 pattern design and a little paint.

Tropical
Serving Tray

Rebekah Meier

MATERIALS: 
Brother ScanNCut2 Machine; Brother ScanNCut2 Standard Mat (12" x 12"); Brother ScanNCut2 

Standard Cut Blade; Brother ScanNCut2 Patterns (#AR-0030 and #BO-A001); Wood Tray 

(Approximately 9" x 11"); White Acrylic Craft Paint; Scrapbook Paper (Tropical Design: 12" x 12"); 

Acrylic Sheet (Cut to Fit Interior of Tray); Craft Knife; Ruler; Cutting Mat; Craft Glue; Paintbrush

step 1. Place scrapbook paper design side up onto the standard 12" x 12" mat. Load mat 

into the ScaNCut2 Machine.

projects
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step 2. With the ScanNCut2 Machine, set pattern design #AR-0030 to cut the interior 

flat bottom dimensions of the wood tray. Click ‘OK,’ then ‘Cut,’ and ‘Start.’ Repeat 

this, but this time cutting two of border design #BO-A001, measuring 11" x .75" or 

adjust size to accommodate the interior of your wood tray.



TROPICAL SERVING TRAY (CONTINUED)

step 3. 

step 2.
(cont.)

Using the paintbrush, paint wood tray with diluted white acrylic paint

(1-part paint to 2-parts water). Let tray dry.

step 4. Apply dots of glue to the back side of the cut design and center onto the inside 

bottom of tray. Repeat this, adhering one border design to each side of tray.

Using a craft knife and mat, cut acrylic sheet to fit the inside dimensions of the 

tray. Remove film from both sides of the sheet and insert into the tray, covering 

the cut design.

step 5. 

Opinion expressed by paid consultant. Color and specifications may vary.

Tip: Acrylic sheets can be purchased at 
home improvement stores.


